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Discover the Lives of the Men that Forever Changed the Course of History !! This Book Contains the
Fundamental History, Early Influences, Life Changing Events, & Lasting Impact of Historical Figures
such as Moses, Alexander the Great, Napoleon, Gandhi, St. and Many Others! The 21st century
stands witness to the achievements of some of the most influential men in the world. And yet, no
matter how todayâ€™s movers and shakers stand in contemporary rankings, how can we compare
them to the giants of the past, the men who took history in their bare hands and bent it to their will?
Whether they strode upon the stages of military power or at the altars of religious belief, they have
left their marks on civilization.Destiny is both unpredictable and fickle. Jesus, Napoleon, Moses,
Julius Cesar, Saint Paul, Alexander the Great, Gandhi & Muhammad were men whose lives
changed the course of history. They would have been remarkable in any era in which they were
born. But by living when they did, each defined the times in which they lived. Their actions
transformed the imprint of their countries and the world. The body of knowledge around this subject
is so extensive that Dominique Atkinson has skillfully compressed thousands of books, scriptures
and teachings of these historical figures into this easy to read book. Of each of these Great Men,
you will learn who they were, where they came from, who influenced them, the fundamental turning
points in their lives, and what where their lasting contributions to the world. Here is a preview of
what you will learnâ€¦The similarities between Julius Caesar and Alexander the Greatâ€™s energy,
drive and hard-edge intuition How Jesus and Alexander lived approximately the same number of
years, the former winning souls from death on a cross, the latte gaining land at the point of a spear.
How St. Paul and Constantine, separated by several centuries, both altered their landscapes in
service to the same God. How Moses and Gandhi, in vastly different ways, brought the power of
law, justice and faith to the fore as they liberated their people How Muhammad was tutored by an
angel and instructed by the holy, but he never lost sight of his own humble human status Download
your copy today!
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This book is perfect for history lovers.The information is organized in a set of events, from the first
people, the Homo Sapiens, to the use of weapons to hunt, pottery and even to the invention of
paper. Stories of prominent people from history are related in this book, people like Aristotle,
Socrates, Helen of Troy, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra and a lot more. This book is contains information
on ancient history and very interesting to read. The book includes pictures to every event and
clearly explains every detail on it. It includes histories of different nations including natural locations
and wonders, histories of different people even myths are in this book. This book has helped a lot in
a way that it serves as a perfect resource for anyone who wants to widen their knowledge in history.

It was OK as far as it went. The problem I had with it was likely my own error - I must have missed
the part in the description that says it's written at an early middle school reading level. The 3-star
rating I gave reflects how the book struck me personally. I would rate it higher, I suppose, for a
young reader. It does a pretty good job of giving the reader a basic introduction of historic figures
with whom one should at least be familiar.

This book is an extraordinary source particularly to the individuals who have fun in perusing history
and needs to enhance their insight about it. The book contains data about old history including
pictures and clear detail to each occasion. This is an awesome book to learn things that others may
not as a matter of course know. This was an incredible aggregation of short life stories of a
percentage of the best men who changed history.

Very clear, Basic bit illuminating series of biograohies of important World leaders. I bought this for
my son but profitted by reading it myself. Not original scholarship but clear,well organized and
thoughtful

I must admit that I have never been someone who loves history. However, this book did really keep
me turning the pages. The author touched base on Muhammad and all the way back to St. Paul!
The Author is very insightful and had many references to back up points. This is a great book to
learn things that others might not necessarily know.

There are people who we loo up to, people who inspired us and we served as role model for us to
endeavor and achieve that goal we wanted like our father, our brother or even a celebrity. But these
men, what they did isn't just simple things, and with they didn't just touched a life or two but the lives
of many around the glove and indeed make an impact in our history. The book is inspirational, well
written and easy to understand. Generations nowadays should have a copy of this, they should be
reminded of these important people and their works.

and succinct group of stories that most of us have at least heard about in school, but we were not
challenged to think about how one man's life could so dramatically change the lives of millions of
other people's of different races, cultures, religions, and methods of government. This short book
tells about Jesus, Mohammed, Julios Caesar ,Octavious Julius Ceasar, Mahatma, Ghandhi,
Alexander who were indeed some of the most important personages since recorded time began.
They moved people, they stirred armies, some of them conquered worlds, and let's not forget the
religious impact of Jesus Mohammed,and Gandhi. My only problem with this hook is it is written too
stylistically. These men stirred the world, but I found the book provoked no debt of
emotion.Kathyrblackman@gmail.com

George Washington was born in 1732, not 1731 as this book indicated. Book error? The way this
book is written or the way the sentences are structured makes reading this pretty confusing as well.
I wouldn't recommend this book based on those two things. Fact wise, it's not very informative. You
could google any of these historical men and find more information and resources about them than
this book offers. I would highly not recommend this book. Look elsewhere.
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